
Minutes for SRC Quarterly General Meeting 24 February 2015 
 

Present: Tony Myers, Samuel Blanning, Andrew Ventham, Mark Ducker, Chris Hopes, 
George Taylor, Kevin Grimley, Stuart Redwood, Phil Sherborne, Richard Nicholls, Mike 
Karthauser, James Prestidge, Emma Bishop, Teresa Oakes, Jeremy Furber 
 
Apologies: Laura Collacott 
 
1) Introduction 
 
Tony welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 
2) Incorporation 
 
Tony provided an update regarding the incorporation of Southville 
Running Club as a company limited by guarantee. All is progressing 
as planned and documents of incorporation have been recently 
received. 
 
3) Kit 
 
Tony, Dave and Mike are continuing to look into securing a supplier 
for future Southville Running Club kit. We need a supplier who has 
sufficient capacity given the likely volume of orders. Globe Sports 
and Victory are currently being investigated. It is hoped that the 
new supplier can produce on-demand rather than requiring bulk 
orders as presently. There may also be the option of producing 
hoodies and non-technical T-shirts (available to non-members). 
 
Mike reported that the e-commerce side of the SRC website is ready 
to go as soon as a supplier is sorted out. 
 
4a) Bristol City Council – Coaching 
(Order of items 4a and b on the agenda switched in order to discuss 
the more straightforward proposal first.) 
 
Sam$reported$that$Darren$from$Bristol$City$Council$is$looking$to$recruit$
SRC$members$to$take$a$level$2$coaching$course$at$BCC’s$expense$and$
subsequently$lead$couch@to@5k$training$sessions$for$absolute$beginner$
runners.$Possibility$that$coaches$would$be$paid$for$their$work$(after$
paying$off$the$cost$of$the$course).$
$
Agreed$that$this$may$be$attractive$to$a$number$of$us,$but$further$details$
are$needed,$in$particular$what$kind$of$commitment$BCC$require$to$taking$
coaching$sessions$in$exchange$for$their$funding.$$
$
ACTION:$Sam$to$contact$Darren$to$pursue$further.$



$
4b) Bristol City Council – Glow Run 
 
Sam reported that Darren from BCC also wants to organise a Glow 
Run on Thursday 9th April and wants Southville to help by a) 
providing volunteers b) helping BCC mark the course.  
 
Agreed that while this is a tight deadline, as BCC have secured the 
site, the insurance and equipment such as lighting, the most 
onerous tasks of putting on a race have been sorted out, and it 
should be feasible for us to provide enough volunteers and provide 
assistance with course marking within the timescale. 
 
ACTION: George volunteered to take the lead in co-ordinating with 
Darren at BCC. 
 
5) RunBristol discounted places 
 
All agreed that the new system for buying discounted places works 
well and will continue for the Bristol Half. 
 
6) Trading of race numbers 
 
Concern has been raised over the trading of race numbers between 
runners. This is frequently against race terms & conditions, and may 
lead to 

• Emergency contacts being incorrectly contacted and 
distressed 

• People winning age/gender categories they should not, 
including in race series such as the Towpath 

• Insurance being invalidated 
• Following changes to England Athletics regulations, both the 

giver/seller and the receiver of the traded number may lose 
their England Athletics membership 

 
It was agreed that while it would be preferable if races made it 
easier to trade numbers legitimately, it is up to the race organisers 
whether they are willing (or able) to allow this. Runners accept the 
terms & conditions including those relating to race number trading 
when they sign up. 
 
Agreed that a reminder will be issued via the Facebook page, this 
month’s newsletter and on Tuesday/Thursday night that Southville 
RC members should check the race rules before trading numbers. 
Agreed that a ban on race number trading via the Facebook page 
would neither be feasible nor proportionate. 
 



ACTION: Tony to issue reminder via Facebook and in club 
announcements; Sam to include in this month’s newsletter. 
 
7) Other business 
 
Agreed we should look into getting 2 or 3 gazebos for future large-
scale events such as the Thunder Run and Nightingale Nightmare. 
Sam mentioned that we might be able to secure some from BCC as 
part of the Glow Run. If not, to look at purchasing from club funds. 
 
Andy reported that the club is on a sound financial footing, with 
over £4,500 in the bank, although there are some liabilities 
including England Athletics memberships and incorporation fees to 
come out of this. 
 
Tony mentioned that we are looking to put 6 more coaches through 
the group leader course (preferably 3 men 3 women). 
 
Briefly discussed possibility of a summer social to follow the success 
of the 2014 Under The Stars party. George to form a Social 
Committee to come up with ideas and organise. 
 
8) Close 


